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f. m. harbort is a professor in the center for learning and the brain at the university of chicago. in addition to his
research career, dr. harbort is a practicing scientist, award-winning education researcher and teacher, national science
education consultant, and author of numerous books on teaching and learning. in 2001, dr. harbort received the john
and elizabeth menard award for his research in the field of learning and schooling. “visualizing environmental science

4th edition 68.pdf is a refreshing addition to a large collection of great visualizations in environmental education. in this
revision, the authors have pushed the boundaries of environmental science education and created visualizations never

before seen in textbooks. with these tools in hand, students will be able to understand the complex dynamic system
that makes up the world around them and develop a deeper understanding of environmental change. the integration of

the visualizations with the accompanying text and projects enables students to experience the impact that their
environmental actions have on the environment. visualizations are a useful and exciting tool to engage and teach
environmental science. this new revision of visualizing environmental science with 68.pdf not only presents new

visualizations, but has also reviewed those already in the text to ensure that they continue to align with current best
practices in education. i heartily recommend this revision for those who study and teach environmental science!”

madelyn p. holland is a highly respected geoscientist and professor. holland has worked in academia and industry for
over 40 years. since 2003, she has been the president of the association of environmental geoscience professors
(aegp), which serves to support academic geoscience communities. in 2015, she was a member of the american

geophysical union's (agu's) earth surface dynamics commission. holland's research focuses on water and ice dynamics,
as well as on interactions between the earth's surface and the atmosphere. she has been recognized by national and

international scientific organizations and held many positions of scientific leadership in academia, industry, and
government. holland was named by the u.s. department of state as a science envoy to pakistan. she served on the

national advisory council on women and minorities in science and engineering. holland was honored with the award of
the aegp's 2015 professional achievement award and was named a fellow of the national academy of engineering. she
received the aegp's 2016 outstanding educator award. holland's research has focused on surface dynamics, ice sheet

dynamics, and interactions between the earth and the atmosphere.
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the environmental and urban studies (e&us) minor is designed to provide students with an integrated understanding of
the relations between the natural and built environments, and between environment and human society. it is intended

to develop the skills and knowledge, interest, and enthusiasm necessary to undertake study in one or more of the
disciplines in the university. this minor has been developed in response to many of the core issues raised by the

climate emergency, and the students enrolled in the minor will take an interdisciplinary approach to studying society
and environment. the minor will develop student skills and knowledge in the areas of science, technology, and society;

as well as theoretical, analytical, and methodological skills that equip students for research and teaching in
environmental and urban studies. students may pursue the e&us minor through one of two pathways: a general entry
pathway to the minor, or a pathway to the major in environmental and urban studies. the e&us minor may be chosen
via the environmental or urban specialization track in the major. students seeking to pursue the minor following the
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general entry pathway will need to complete the preliminary minor study plan. this minor is designed to be integrated
into the core and minor components of the major. a student who chooses the environmental/urban specialization track

in the major (see the e&us major outline at https://maplefaculty.uwaterloo.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2019/07/eussmajor.pdf) must complete the preliminary minor study plan in addition to the major study

plan. students who complete the preliminary minor study plan will be considered to have the minor in place for the
academic year in which they complete the major. students who do not complete the major study plan will not be able

to receive the minor credit for that year. 5ec8ef588b
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